When we investigate the usability and aesthetics of user interfaces, we rarely take into account that what users perceive as beautiful and usable strongly depends on their cultural background. In this paper, we argue that it is not feasible to design one interface that appeals to all users of an increasingly global audience. Instead, we propose to design culturally adaptive systems, which automatically generate personalized interfaces that correspond to cultural preferences. In an evaluation of one such system, we demonstrate that a majority of international participants preferred their personalized versions over a nonadapted interface of the same Website. Results show that users were 22% faster using the culturally adapted interface, needed fewer clicks, and made fewer errors, in line with subjective results demonstrating that they found the adapted version significantly easier to use. Our findings show that interfaces that adapt to cultural preferences can immensely increase the user experience.
INTRODUCTION
With the exponentially growing number of Webpages on the Internet, searching for the best information increasingly becomes a search for the best information presentation. Many sites simply contradict one's personal understanding of "good design." But even worse, bad design often goes hand in hand with bad usability. Such findings have led to a growing awareness that aesthetic design is a key component of usability [Hassenzahl 2004; Norman 2004] , and a decisive aspect for marketplace success [Bloch 1995] . If neglected, many users rightly decide on another, more attractive and usable Website offering similar content [Lindgaard and Dudek 2003] . With this in mind, research has long discussed the magic formula for a "perfect design" and tried to define what is perceived as beautiful and usable.
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Users also differ in their design preferences and in their perception of usability at the country level [Barber and Badre 1998; Callahan 2005] . The importance of considering such culturally determined partialities for a certain look & feel of user interfaces has been demonstrated numerous times. For example, interfaces designed for users from a specific country were perceived as much more attractive [Corbitt et al. 2002] , and improved the work efficiency of those they were intended for [Badre 2000; Ford and Gelderblom 2003] .
Thus, with the Internet being an increasingly global market place, it is unreasonable to design one common Website for everyone, and yet expect to attract an international audience. A more desirable solution would be to design many different versions of a Webpage in order to cater to users' cultural preferences. Unfortunately, in this case, designers would soon experience the problem of scale due to the complex and intangible nature of cultural background.
To bridge this dichotomy between the need for Websites that cater for individual cultural backgrounds, and an inexpensive method to develop them, we have previously proposed an approach called cultural adaptivity . The idea is that Websites automatically compose personalized interfaces based on the individual cultural backgrounds of its users.
We expect cultural adaptivity to improve the performance, as well as the user satisfaction of a personalized web site compared to a nonadapted version of the same site.
We refer to performance as the objectively measurable work efficiency, and to user satisfaction as an umbrella term for the users' subjective perception of the interface, composed of their impressions of both usability, and aesthetics. According to ISO 9241-11 [1997] , usability consists of effectiveness (e.g., a user's ability to successfully find information and accomplish tasks on a Webpage), efficiency (he or she can do so in an adequate time frame without frustration), and satisfaction (whether the user enjoys using the Website). Note that rather than being three independently measurable terms, these aspects of usability have been found to interact [Lindgaard and Dudek 2003] . The user's judgement of his or her satisfaction, for instance, is thought to be influenced by the perceived usability (as denoted by the effectiveness and efficiency), but also by affective aspects, such as aesthetics [Lindgaard and Dudek 2003] . In the following, we use attractiveness, appeal, and beauty as synonyms for these affective aspects.
In an evaluation with 41 users of different cultural backgrounds, we demonstrate the benefit of our approach by showing that the majority preferred their culturally personalized interfaces over a nonadapted version. Moreover, our participants were able to work 22% faster with the culturally adapted interface, showing that our approach improves both the performance as well as the user satisfaction.
In the following, we first discuss the related work, before providing some background on our approach to cultural adaptivity in Section 3. Section 3.2 details the implementation of this approach in our culturally adaptive prototype, which was first introduced in [Reinecke and Bernstein 2009] . The experiment conducted with the system is described in the subsequent section, followed by a discussion of the implications of this approach for international users.
RELATED WORK
While both industry and research have long realized that adapting Websites to a user's culture is a key to market success, efforts in this direction have been limited to software localization. Localized user interfaces usually modify the most obvious elements to suit a target country and/or region, for instance, by adapting to different languages and regional characteristics [Bourges-Waldegg and Scrivener 1998 ]. Until today, localization did not consider the adaptation of user interfaces at presentation level, so that in most cases, the interface's complexity, colors, and workflows remain unchanged for all users [Kersten et al. 2002] . Despite this fact, research has acknowledged that providing one user interface per country is not enough , due to the difficulty of pinning down cultural background. Indeed, culture does not keep within "artificial" boundaries of countries [Hofstede 1997 ]. Contrary to this, research has shown that a national interpretation of culture, where the term is equalized with a specific country, does bundle many user preferences (see, e.g., Baumgartner [2003] for an overview): a fact that we have exemplified with Websites of Asians and Westerners in the introduction of this article. Consequently, many researchers have tried to extract design rules by analyzing and comparing Websites [Yeo 1996; Barber and Badre 1998; Gould et al. 2000; Zhao et al. 2003; Burgmann et al. 2006] , often resulting in localization guidelines for specific countries, or regions. The implementation of these guidelines in the design of user interfaces is, however, only beneficial for users who (a) belong to a group targeted by the company, and (b) have not been influenced by other countries (and national cultures). An Indian living in Germany, for instance, might have adopted parts of German culture, and her preferences towards Webpages have possibly changed. Most likely, she will not feel completely comfortable with German user interfaces that often stand out with a plain design, few colors, and minimal complexity. Despite our increasingly global world, our Indian user and other culturally ambiguous people still have to decide between one interface or the other [Reinecke et al. 2010] .
Recognizing this problem, researchers have previously proposed to equip computers with some kind of cultural adaptivity (see, e.g., O'Neill-Brown [1997] with her call for culturally adaptive agents). The idea is to develop systems that can automatically recognize and adapt themselves to the user's cultural background. To our knowledge, work in a comparable direction has been limited to research conducted by Kamentz [2006] in the area of e-learning, and by Heimgärtner [2005] in the area of cultural adaptivity in navigation systems. Kamentz [2006] relied on a questionnaire to classify the user into one of a set of predefined cultural groups, and this classification triggered adaptations to an e-learning system. Since the adaptations were mainly aimed at improving the user's learning experience, she focused on the learning style (e.g., an adaptation of the instructions), and symbols. The adaptations did not comprise a full rearrangement of user interface components, as we anticipate is necessary for culturally adaptive software. While our aim is also to overcome some of the disadvantages of localization, such as the previously mentioned disregard of culturally ambiguous users, Kamentz directed her work at only a few countries, and did not include affiliations to more than one country.
Heimgärtner [2005] , in comparison, concentrated on the classification of users by their interaction patterns. He introduced a tool, which automatically classifies users based on their navigational patterns while carrying out predetermined tasks. His work has focused on paving the way for culturally adaptive navigation systems [Heimgärtner et al. 2007] , and includes different adaptations as they are necessary for culturally adaptive Webpages.
Work towards real-life systems that incorporate cultural adaptivity has possibly been hampered by a fear that intelligent systems might disturb the user [Benyon 1993; Shneiderman 2002] . However, adaptive systems in other disciplines have previously been demonstrated to improve the performance of users [Greenberg and Witten 1985; Sears and Shneiderman 1994; Höök 1997; Gajos et al. 2008; Findlater and McGrenere 2008; Findlater et al. 2009 ]. Since cultural background affects the preference for more or less guidance, or more or less complex interfaces [Marcus and Gould 2001; Reinecke and Bernstein 2009] , the same could be expected for culturally adaptive interfaces. Additionally, we anticipate that users perceive a personalized version as more aesthetically appealing, as culture highly influences the most obvious visual preferences, such as color [Badre 2000; Kondratova and Goldfarb 2006] . Both points are addressed in the evaluation part of this article, which follows the introduction to our approach in the next section.
CULTURAL ADAPTIVITY
Designing systems that automatically adapt themselves to the user's cultural background first requires a deep understanding of the term culture, and its effects on user interface preferences. We therefore start with a succinct introduction on culture, before describing how we have chosen to approach cultural adaptivity. A more elaborated discussion can be found in Reinecke et al. [2010] .
Culture and Its Influences on Human-Computer Interaction
While culture has been described numerous times, cultural anthropologists have long agreed that the term cannot be pinned down to a finite definition [Kroeber and Kluckhohn 1952] . Researchers have therefore often outlined aspects that influence culture: For one, this is the national identity someone is born into, which is often equated with the country of origin [Rogers and Tan 2008] . Anthropologists have a more comprehensive understanding; they distinguish between "place," referring to where a person is currently located, and "space," which describes a person's mental affiliation as in the case of cultural ambiguity (simplified from Gupta and Ferguson [1997] ). Accordingly, it is not enough to adapt interfaces to the user's current country of origin, as it is common practice in localization. Instead, possible former countries of residence and differing nationalities of the parents may also influence user interface preferences, and therefore, should be taken into account in an approach to cultural adaptivity.
In addition, there are many aspects of culture that have been found to impact interface preferences, such as a user's first (and second) language [Nisbett 2003; Röse 2005] , religion [Siala et al. 2004] , the education level and the form of education. For example, people who have mostly received teacher-centered instruction are more likely to appreciate detailed instructions later in life [Reinecke 2005] , and this seems to be a decisive factor for the self-determined handling of computers.
Other factors are social and political norms, which influence whether people think self-centeredly, or see themselves as part of a group [Schmid-Isler 2000; Nisbett 2003 ]. As a result to this, people belonging to Eastern cultures find it easier to recognize relationships between several items, whereas Westerners have been found to mainly focus on individual objects [Nisbett 2003 ].
While the aforementioned aspects describe possible influences on culture, anthropology has avoided defining a finite set of such influences. However, with many disciplines calling for the possibility to compare countries and their national cultures, some researchers have attempted to define so-called cultural dimensions. One of the most comprehensive studies towards such a classification is the one conducted by cultural anthropologist Hofstede [2001] : After analyzing the characteristics of IBM employees in different countries, he distinguishes between the five cultural dimensions Power Distance (PDI), Individualism (IDV), Masculinity (MAS), Uncertainty Avoidance (UAI), and Long Term Orientation (LTO) (see Hofstede [2001] for details). The position a country has obtained within one cultural dimension is denoted by a score, allowing for comparison between countries. Malaysia, for example, has one of the highest Power Distance scores worldwide (104); a dimension that relates to the perception of hierarchies within society. Thus, in comparison to most other countries, Malaysians are much more tolerant towards an unequal distribution of power, and less powerful members of society accept the lack of democratic rights [Hofstede 2001] . Although Hofstede's dimensions have often been criticized for generalizing the diverse concept of culture, and reducing it to nationality [McSweeney 2002] , researchers have applied his dimensions in different disciplines, ranging from interpersonal communication, to human-computer interaction. Much work has been invested in comparing web sites of different countries and finding the relationship between their designs and Hofstede's cultural dimensions (see references in Table I ). The results indicate that his dimensions impact user interface designs, and can be used to explain layout differences between various countries. In addition, findings from other disciplines can be interpreted to reveal needs for the interaction with computers. For example, research on teacher-student relationships indicate that students in low Power Distance societies are often expected to learn independently and define their own learning paths, in contrast to high Power Distance societies, where teachers are supposed to define the next steps [Hofstede 1986 ]. Applied to the context of user interface design, this practice could later lead to a preference for many functionalities, or a reduced choice of options and navigation paths. We have summarized these findings and their implications for user interface design in Table I , which broadly suggests what users might like. In previous work, we evaluated these relations in order to ensure that they form a suitable basis for adaptation rules [Reinecke and Bernstein 2008, 2009] .
An Approach to Cultural Adaptivity
In an approach to cultural adaptivity, the aforementioned influences on culture need to be acquired about each user, stored in a personal user model instance, and mapped onto user interface adaptations.
Thus, as a first step it is necessary to build a user model based on cultural particularities before the adaptation can be accomplished. The idea is that the computer acquires the user's cultural background by taking into account various cultural influences that affect user interface preferences. This information can be saved in a cultural user model ontology, which we previously introduced in and Reinecke et al. [2010] . For the computer, the ontology serves as a knowledge base about each user, with every user model aspect linking to a set of rules, which trigger the adaptation of the user interface. To correct unsuitable adaptations, the user should be able to add more information about his or her cultural background to the user model. Likewise, the application connected to the user model should also be able to learn new, and refine existing adaptation rules. If the user model is updated by either the user (manually) or the computer (automatically through observation of the user's interaction with the system), the adaptation rules are automatically updated too, triggering new adaptations of the user interface. Figure 1 illustrates this adaptive process in more detail. If the user model is employed for the first time, the user needs to initially provide information in a short questionnaire provided by an application, and/or a user model editor. In our approach, this explicit acquisition of information helps to mitigate the cold-start problem [Mehta and Nejdl 2007] , which occurs when little is known about a user who is new to a system. We therefore restricted the questions that users have to answer to only three questions: "Where do you currently live?", "In which other countries have you lived before?", and "How long have you lived in each of these countries?" The answers are added to the user's respective user model instance on the user model server (see top arrow), so that the user's cultural dimensions can be calculated by drawing information from the cultural user model ontology (indicated by the calculation cycle on the right). Specifically, this initial approximation of the user's cultural background includes a weighted average of the durations spent at each country of residence [Reinecke and Bernstein 2008] :
Note that the sum of all durations of a user's stay in different countries, as represented by the variable monthlyDurationOfStayInCountryN is assumed to be roughly equal to the user's age; an estimation that is then used for the variable ageInMonths (≈ N∈Countries monthlyDurationO f StayInCountryN).
Each country's influence is consecutively multiplied with all cultural dimension scores in order to generate the user's new cultural dimensions. With the help of Hofstede's metrics on five dimensions for each country, we can calculate the user's score in each dimension H (where H is one of Hofstede's 5 dimensions; N the number of countries that influences the user, and countryScore is the country's score in the dimensions):
Note that the resulting scores are based on the assumption that it is possible to average Hofstede's dimensions for predictive purposes. The approach does not take into account varying intensities of cultural influences at different stages in life. In previous work, this simplification has demonstrated to be robust and suitable to predict preferences for culturally ambiguous users [Reinecke and Bernstein 2008, 2009 ], although it is certainly not intended to describe a person's cultural background.
After calculating the scores, they are compared to the world averages that are also stored in the cultural user model ontology. The deviations from the world averages can be taken as a basis to assign one of the three classifications low, medium, or high, to each of the user's dimensions. Subsequently, the classification triggers the corresponding adaptation rules, as they are listed in an adaptation ontology (bottom right in Figure 1 ). As a result, the application triggers adaptations of its interface that suit the user's cultural preferences (bottom arrow).
As an additional possibility in our approach, users can interact with applications and/or devices that are enabled to access the user model server (e.g., an application on a mobile phone, or a computer program). These applications log the user interactions and subsequently inform the user model server about them (top arrow indicating implicitly added information). Users can also explicitly add or modify information in their personal user model instances. On the server, both interactions and modifications update the user model. This, in turn, triggers adequate adaptations that change the application's user interface.
According to this outline, our requirement for cultural adaptivity is a holistic usability between applications and devices, which could be achieved with a distributed user model, as suggested in Dolog and Nejdl [2003] . Furthermore, the aim is to limit the initial acquisition process to a minimum but still present users with fairly suitable user interfaces before they decide that they do not like the look & feel ("the first impression counts" [Lindgaard et al. 2006] ). Since this will not necessarily result in the best possible user interface, a further requirement is the possibility to refine the adaptations both manually by the user, and automatically by the system.
The Culturally Adaptive System MOCCA
For an evaluation of our approach, we have developed a culturally adaptive system called MOCCA [Reinecke and Bernstein 2009] . MOCCA is a to-do list tool, which helps users to organize their tasks online. It therefore does not provide information itself, but relies on user-generated content. For testing cultural differences in information presentation (as intended by our adaptation rules), this has the advantage that the application does not influence users with culturally-biased content, which could have been the case if we had provided a news application, or similar.
MOCCA can fully adapt its presentation to the cultural background of the user, as it is outlined and stored in the various information units (i.e., the cultural aspects) in the user model. Some example interfaces of MOCCA are shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4.
As specified in our given requirements, the adaptations can occur at different stages of system use, such as after registration, or after observing the user's mouse interactions and inferring the need for refining adaptations. To realize these refinements, MOCCA's user interface needs to be extremely flexible in the composition of different interface components. In particular, each user interface element should be available in different versions. We have therefore tailored the general adaptation rules of Table I to suit the specific application domain of a to-do list application. This resulted in a set of adaptation rules, shown in Table II , that MOCCA uses to trigger adequate modifications of its interface. Note that the left column in Table II lists the adaptable aspects of MOCCA, that is, those interface aspects that have been demonstrated to be influenced by culture (and Hofstede's dimensions).
Offering different user interface elements for each of these adaptable aspects, MOCCA is able to compose a personalized interface. A Chinese user with a score of 80 in the dimension Power Distance, for instance, would be assigned a flat navigation and an icon-represented to-do list similar to Figures 2(a) or 2(b), because the Chinese score is much higher than the world average of 55. Since the dimension Power Distance also relates to the accessibility of functions, MOCCA would also make functionalities, such as edit and delete buttons for to-dos, always accessible (as shown in Figure 2 (b)). With that, the user interface automatically becomes more complex. In addition to the information density, the accessibility also changes the interaction possibilities, and thus, common workflows.
In our previous work, MOCCA and its adaptation rules have already demonstrated to be a realistic way of inferring preferences and providing adequate user interfaces for culturally ambiguous users [Reinecke and Bernstein 2008, 2009] . Specifically, our evaluations showed that based on a weighted average of a user's current and former residences, MOCCA is able to provide personalized user interfaces that correspond to the user's preferences by 61% on average (compared to 33% that could be achieved when randomly creating the user interface).
(a) MOCCA with a flat navigation and colorcoded to-dos.
(b) An interface with a right-to-left reading direction, a wizard, and constantly visible buttons for deleting, or modifying objects.
(c) MOCCA with little structure, a tree navigation, and a to-do list showing only headers at first sight. The interface shows the dialog to add a new to-do.
(d) MOCCA with a tree navigation, and todos that are represented with icons. Question mark bubbles next to the headers offer help-ondemand. These results are especially promising when considering that very little information can apparently contribute enough to provide users with suitable interfaces right from the start. With that, the approach has demonstrated to be a notable improvement to conventional localization.
We expect that initially asking the user more questions, or deriving information about his or her preferences over time, might further enhance the prediction accuracy. Information about other cultural aspects, such as the user's religion, or education level, for example, could contribute to a more individual user model compared to the initial model of a user's "extended national culture." MOCCA therefore provides two refinement possibilities, as outlined in the approach to cultural adaptivity: (1) a user model editor, in which the user can refine his or her cultural background, and (2) a user interaction tracking mechanism. With that, the system is able to complement the information in the user model by implicitly deriving knowledge from the user's interaction with the interface. Slow mouse movements and much hovering, for instance, indicate that the user is searching for specific information, and MOCCA therefore increases the level of guidance and provides maximum support.
Note that in the following experiment, we concentrate only on the initial acquisition process in accordance with previous research, which had indicated that it is highly important to get the first impression right [Lindgaard and Dudek 2003] . Thus, we (a) MOCCA's US interface with a hierarchical navigation, which requires clicking on the categories in order to see subordinated projects. Similarly, the to-do list on the right only shows the most important information at first sight. On click, users can expand the information to receive more details.
(b) The Swiss version of MOCCA offers the same hierarchical navigation as the US version, where projects can be nested to belong to certain categories. The do-do list showed a medium information density with all information about the to-dos shown at first sight. switched off all of MOCCA's rule refinement mechanisms with the effect that the test interfaces were only based on the knowledge about the user's current and former residences, as well as the respective durations.
EXPERIMENT ON PERFORMANCE AND USER SATISFACTION
We hypothesize the benefit of cultural adaptivity to be twofold: Firstly, we expect that adapting the interface to a user's "culture" (i.e., his or her current and former (d) MOCCA with pastel colors, as it was triggered for a participant with Russian, Romanian, and Swiss background. Functions (e.g., delete, add, or edit) are always accessible and add to the information density.
(b) A version without the colored borders that define the different areas of the interface. It was personalized for an Indian participant, who had lived in France and the United States for several years, which reduced the complexity of the interface predicted by our model for a ''pure'' Indian version.
(c) A version with the to-dos in list view, so that to-dos have to be expanded to show more information. The interface was generated for a participant from Poland, who had also lived in Ireland and Germany. residencies) improves performance (Hypothesis 1). If the interface's complexity, its guidance through different dialogs, or its overall support is adapted to the users' needs, it is likely that users will complete tasks and find information in less time and with fewer errors compared to nonadapted systems.
Secondly, we assume that cultural adaptivity increases the aesthetic perception of the interface in comparison to nonadapted interfaces (Hypothesis 2). As previously mentioned, it has been suggested that aesthetics might be even more important than the perceived usability [Norman 2004 ], purely because it is what users become aware of first. In fact, users have been found to rapidly judge the aesthetics of Webpages, Moreover, it might not be enough to meet the taste of a person with regards to aesthetics, since 'beautiful' does not mean that users automatically perceive something as usable [Lindgaard and Dudek 2003] . Cultural adaptivity therefore has to generate interfaces that cater for both the user's aesthetic taste, and usability requirements based on his or her individual cultural background.
In order to evaluate the benefit of cultural adaptivity, our experiment was aimed at comparing the performance and user satisfaction of MOCCA with a personalized version according to a weighted average of the user's current and former residences, compared to MOCCA's US version (see Figure 3(a) ). Although none of MOCCA's user interfaces constitute a "null version," the latter has been defined as a benchmark for comparison, since the large majority of software and web sites are still provided by US companies and designers. Thus the following study explores the question, which user interface international users prefer, if comparing the US interface to the culturally adapted interface of MOCCA.
Method
4.1.1. Participants. We recruited 41 international participants (25 female) from a variety of different cultural backgrounds to avoid restricting the results to only a few national cultures. Participants were between 20 and 38 years old (m = 26), all of whom had been living in Switzerland for between 1 and 276 months (m = 36 months). Our participants represented 25 different nationalities. We allowed up to 4 people of the same nationality to take part in the study (on average, single nationalities were represented 1.56 times, sd = .96). Their former countries of residence, as well as the durations spent in each of these countries were very diverse, with participants having lived in 2-5 different countries previously (m = 3.1, sd = .97).
Note that for all participants, conventionally localized web sites would provide the Swiss version of their user interfaces (because all of them were living in Switzerland at the time of the user test), which only differs in few aspects to the US version due to a similar cultural classification of both countries (see Figures 3(a) and 3(b) ).
In order to balance the education level (and thus, keep this aspect of culture homogeneous), participants had to be students or have completed university (16 had received their master's, 13 held a bachelor's degree, and 11 were currently enrolled in bachelor studies). Participants' study backgrounds were in a variety of fields, ranging from biology to the humanities. However, in order to ensure that they had as little biasing exposure to the experiment as possible, we excluded participants who had taken courses in human-computer interaction, or culture-related topics. This also limited the risk that participants could have consciously or unconsciously anticipated the experiment's objective, or known which version of MOCCA was their personalized one. In addition to this, we controlled for computer literacy. All but one participant were using computers daily (one participant stated she uses the computer a couple of times per week).
Participants were given a small financial incentive for their time.
4.1.2. Procedure. On arrival, participants received both verbal and written explanations about the test procedure, followed by a short questionnaire soliciting information about their cultural background (current and former countries of residence, the durations, their own and their parents' nationality, first and second languages, education level, and religion). In addition, we recorded the frequency of computer usage, age, and gender. Participants were then given a short introduction to MOCCA's purpose and functions, as well as an explanation of its structure of Categories, Projects, and To-Dos. The explanation followed a written script in order to keep it consistent for all participants. Explanations as well as the questionnaire were provided in English.
The test procedure consisted of two subtests testing the US version of MOCCA (our benchmark, see Figure 3 (a)) against a personalized version, which MOCCA generated after entering the user's current and former countries of residence into its registration mask (examples of different personalized versions are shown in Figure 4) . In order to 
Usability
• Performance analysis (task completion time, number and type of errors, number of clicks needed to accomplish a task, and number of help requests) • 8-item usability scale on a 7-point Likert scale on effort expectancy, and attitude toward using the system [Venkatesh et al. 2003 ] Aesthetics
• 10-item perceived website aesthetic scale on a 7-point Likert scale [Lavie and Tractinsky 2004 ] • 14-item aesthetic scale with contrary adjectives on a 7-point scale [Hassenzahl et al. 2003; Hassenzahl 2004 ] Overall preferences
• 3-items on a 7-point Likert scale on a direct overall, aesthetics, and work efficiency comparison conceal the US version, this log-in process was performed by the test conductor, who either entered the participant's details, or logged in as a new US participant. We also switched off MOCCA's ability to adapt the language and reading direction, since this could have revealed the interface version. Instead, all participants were presented both interfaces in English and left-to-right alignment. Each subtest consisted of three equal tasks, which only differed in their wording. Since the tasks partly built on one another, their order remained the same. The first task asked users to create a new category in MOCCA, and subsequently assign this category to a new project. The second one referred to a new to-do, which had to be created following specific instructions, and this had to be placed in the previously constructed project of Task 1. The third task required participants to search for an already existing to-do and its due date by filtering the information on the screen to only show to-dos related to a certain project.
The UI versions (US or adapted) were counterbalanced across participants. Participants were asked to read through the first set of tasks, which they subsequently had to perform with one version of MOCCA. After each version participants completed the same questionnaire seeking their subjective impression on usability and aesthetics. On completion of the second version and its questionnaire, users were additionally asked to rate the two UI versions in three questions on a 7-item scale, and write down reasons for their preferences. The whole procedure took 30-60 minutes.
4.1.3. Apparatus. We conducted the experiment on an Apple MacBook Pro (2GHz Intel Core Duo, 2GB RAM) with a built-in 15 LCD display running at the native 1280 × 800 resolution. Participants had the option of using a keyboard with a Swiss German or US English layout. All participants used an external mouse.
Design and Analysis.
The experiment was a within-subjects design with UI version (US, adapted) as the main experimental factor.
Throughout the test, we video-recorded participants to extract the following objective performance measures: time needed for each of the three tasks, number and type of errors, the number of clicks, as well as the number of help requests in MOCCA (see Table III ). For later comparisons with these objective results, we also noted participants' verbal reactions. Errors were counted if participants opened a dialogue window that did not lead them to fulfill the tasks; further clicks within the "wrong" dialog counted towards the number of clicks, but not towards the number of errors. In addition, the reported seconds participants needed for each task is the net time, excluding any periods of time spent on explanations or reading.
For the comparisons of time, number of errors, and number of clicks between the two UI versions, we used the nonparametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test for paired samples, since our data was not normally distributed according to Shapiro-Wilk tests ( p < .05 for all variables). We applied one-tailed significance for testing our directional hypothesis that the adapted version is superior over the US version. All p-values were corrected for multiple hypothesis testing using the Benjamini-Hochberg correction [Benjamini and Hochberg 1995] . The correction also accounted for the paired samples that were not significantly different.
The nonparametric Friedman's two-way analysis of variance by ranks for related samples was used to check whether the overall distribution of timing data was the same over all three tasks.
Subjective assessments were made for usability and aesthetics with the help of a post-version questionnaire and 7-point Likert scales, where 1 was "I don't agree at all," and 7 was "I completely agree." The comparison of both questionnaires later provided us with an indirect measure of preferences.
For the aspect of usability, the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) [Venkatesh et al. 2003 ], which in contrast to many other usability tests had been previously validated cross-culturally by Oshlyansky et al. [2007] , as well as by Venkatesh and Zhang [2010] , was used to collect information about effort expectancy (describing the degree of ease associated with the use of a system), and the attitude toward using the system (describing the user's overall affective reaction to using MOCCA). Initially, we had also included the 4-item scale on self-efficacy (describing the user's perceived competence in mastering the tasks with MOCCA), however, inconsistencies in the answers led us to discard this part of UTAUT.
We additionally used the aesthetics scale of Lavie and Tractinsky [2004] , which subdivides an overall impression of aesthetics into classical, and expressive aesthetics. Classical aesthetics are usually referred to as the more traditional notion of design, with factors such as clean, or symmetrical representation of a UI. In contrast, items included in the expressive aesthetics scale (e.g., fascinating, original) aim at capturing the originality or creativity of the design.
We complemented the aesthetic dimensions with Hassenzahl's AttrakDiff [Hassenzahl et al. 2000; Hassenzahl et al. 2003 ], which directly contrasts the perceived pragmatic quality (i.e., the handling of a product, with variables such as complicatedsimple, unpredictable-predictable) with the perceived attractiveness (e.g., quality criteria, such as unpleasant-pleasant, ugly-attractive). Hassenzahl's scale uses bipolar contrasting adjectives as anchors of the scale. We also used this direct comparison of perceived usability with perceived aesthetic quality to investigate a possible halo effect, which describes the correlation between two attributes, such as if something is perceived as beautiful it is automatically found to be more usable [Tractinsky et al. 2000] . Such relations were analyzed with Pearson's correlation with a two-tailed test (because we did not have a directional hypothesis that helped us to anticipate whether the relationship between usability and aesthetics would be positive or negative).
For all Likert scale items, we tested their internal consistency using Cronbach's alpha [Cronbach 1951 ] in order to check for overall reliability, but also to find questions that had been answered in a quite different and inconsistent way. All scales showed high reliability and construct validity with Cronbach alpha scores greater than .744 1 (see Table IV ); we therefore computed the averages of participants' responses.
The Likert scale data proved to have significant normal distributions according to Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests on the differences between our dependent scores. Thus, for comparisons of Likert scale data by UI version (US versus adapted), we used dependent t-tests 2 and one-tailed significance in order to test our directional hypothesis.
1 Cronbachs alpha reliability coefficient ranges between 0 and 1; the closer it is to 1.0 the greater the internal consistency of the items in the scale. For high reliability, Nunally and Bernstein [1994] suggest to use a cut-off of .7. 2 We therefore assumed that the data can be treated as interval. Non-parametric tests did not change the results. All p-values were again corrected for multiple hypothesis testing with the BenjaminiHochberg correction [Benjamini and Hochberg 1995] . Possible interaction effects of the UI version on aesthetics and user experience were analyzed with a repeated-measure ANOVA with the dimension (e.g., classical, expressive) and UI version (US, adapted) as within-subject factors.
The experiment ended with three questions on the participants' overall preferences, which directly compared the two UI versions on a 7-point scale (1 = the first version, 4 = neutral, 7 = the second version; later converted to 1 = US version, 4 = neutral, 7 = adapted version). Participants had to answer which version they liked best, which one they found more aesthetically appealing, and which one they could work with more effectively. Correlations between these overall answers and the previously recorded perceived usability and aesthetics were again investigated with the help of a Pearson correlation and a two-tailed test. Furthermore, we tested whether a significant majority preferred one version over the other with the chi-square goodness of fit test, entering the preferred version as a categorical variable with the three levels preferredAdapted, preferredUS, and neutral.
Results
An overview of our results on the objective performance measures is provided in Table V , and the subjective results are presented in Table VI. 4.2.1. Performance. The distribution of timing data was significantly different for all three tasks and UI versions (Friedman's two-way ANOVA, χ 2 (5) = 42.03, p < .001). We used post-hoc Wilcoxon tests to follow up this finding.
The overall difference in time needed to complete all three tasks proved a notable advantage for the adapted version (Z = −2.002, p < .05, r = −.22) with participants Task 2 was also on average performed faster with the adapted version (m = 71.29 seconds, sd = 25.4) than with the US version (m = 83.51 seconds, sd = 53.79), though not significantly.
Task 3 asked participants to find a given to-do and write down its due date. The task was typically completed in less time than the other two, with the fastest participant accomplishing it within 11 seconds using the adapted version. In general, the completion took significantly more time with the US version (m = 71.09 seconds, sd = 44.08) than with the adapted version (m = 51.73 seconds, sd = 29.2), Z = −2.12, p < .05, r = −.23.
The time needed for each task was also mirrored in the number of clicks, demonstrating a significant advantage for the adapted version (Z = −3.40, p < .001. r = −.38). Participants typically needed 22 % more clicks when using the US version.
For task 1, participants used 13.9 clicks (sd = 6.86) on average for the US version, whereas the adapted interface significantly lowered this number to 11.68 (sd = 4.38), Z = −2.06, p < .05, r = −.23. The same trend was observed for tasks 2 and 3: Task 2 was accomplished with 9.32 clicks on average for the adapted version (sd = 2.1) versus 11.59 clicks (sd = 6.12) for the US version (significantly more with Z = −2.11, p < .05, r = −.23). Task 3 could be accomplished with only one click (achieved by 1 participant using the US version, and 12 participants using the adapted version). However, on average participants needed 5.27 clicks (sd = 3.76) to accomplish the task with the US version, but only 2.85 clicks (sd = 2.14) in the adapted version (Z = −3.39, p < .01, r = −.37).
Performance was additionally measured by recording the number of errors. Participants made 69% fewer errors with the adapted version than with the US interface (Z = −3.73, p < .001, r = −.53).
Naturally, participants made the most errors during task 1 when still getting to know the user interface. With an average error rate of 1.27 (sd = 1.42), however, the US version caused significantly more errors for this task than the adapted version (m = .51, sd = 1.08; Z = −2.8, p < .01, r = −.31). Two participants also requested the system's help whilst using the US version. Both of them were using this version first, therefore this cannot be rated negatively (although there were no help requests while using the adapted version). Task 2 also showed a lower error rate for the adapted version (m = .02, sd = .16), than for the US version (m = .24, sd = .62; Z = −2.12, p < .05, r = −.23), and this advantage for the adapted version was also shown for task 3 (adapted version: m = .20, sd = .56, versus m = .88, sd = 1.25 for the US version; Z = −3.07, p < .01, r = −.34). Figure 5 . The effort expectancy (e.g., "My interaction with MOCCA is clear and understandable," "I find MOCCA easy to use") was perceived significantly higher for the adapted version (m = 6.2, sd = .77) than for the US version (m = 5.77, sd = .88; t (40) = −2.46, p < .05). We did not find significant differences in the attitude toward using the system (e.g. "Working with MOCCA is fun", "MOCCA makes organizing to-dos more interesting") between the two versions, although the adapted version was again rated slightly better.
Usability. Subjective usability results are shown in

Aesthetics.
The results for classical aesthetics did not show a strong tendency towards one UI version, with similar average ratings for both (5.52 for the US version, and a slightly higher 5.63 for the adapted version). Thus, both versions seem to satisfy participants' traditional aesthetics sensibility.
The expressive aesthetics received an overall lower rating than the classical aesthetics, but the adapted version was judged significantly better (m = 4.39, sd = 1.25) than the US version (m = 4.02, sd = 1.35; t (40) = −2.17, p < .05).
The average scores for the two aesthetic factors as a function of the factor UI version are shown in Figure 6 .
To investigate the interaction between UI version and aesthetic factors, we ran a 2 × 2 repeated-measures ANOVA, which showed a significant effect for the aesthetic factors classical and expressive (F (1,40) = 95.33, p < .001), but not for the UI version.
An analysis of the interaction between UI version and aesthetic scale further indicated that the effect of the UI version on aesthetics is slightly modulated by the aesthetics dimension, with a statistical significance at the 90% level (F (1,40) = 3.28, p = .078).
User Experience.
The user experience measures were meant to combine participants' impressions on usability and aesthetics, and the results (see Figure 7) verified the above-mentioned tendencies towards a preference for the adapted version. The pragmatic scale, evaluating the perceived ease of handling of MOCCA, resulted in an average rating of 5.3 (sd = .92) for the US version, and an average of 5.59 (sd = .66) Fig. 6 . Average evaluation scores of classical and expressive aesthetics for MOCCA's US version and the adapted user interface. Users especially favored the expressive aesthetics of the adapted version over the US version, showing that they found the design more original and creative. Error bars represent the standard error. The attractiveness, often considered as an equal contributor to the overall observed usability [Tractinsky et al. 2000] , scored significantly higher for the adapted version (m = 5.52, sd = .82) than for the US version (m = 5.15, sd = 1), t (40) = −2.76, p = .05.
In addition, Pearson's correlation was significant between the pragmatic quality and attractiveness for both versions (US: ρ (41) = .79, p < .001, adapted: ρ (41) = .62, p < .001), indicating a possible halo effect between the perceived aesthetics and the perceived ease of handling. We found a significant effect for the UI version (F (1,40) = 6.35, p < .05), but not for the user experience measures.
Overall Preferences and Qualitative Feedback.
Comparing the two versions at the end, the majority of participants preferred the adapted version, and this preference was especially strong for the questions "Which version did you like best?", and "Which version did you find more aesthetically appealing?" (see Figure 8) . The distribution of answers to all three questions was skewed towards the adapted version:
For the first question, 51% of the participants rated on the extreme ends of the scale (i.e. 1 = US version, or 7 = adapted version), with 34% of the participants strongly favoring the adapted version, versus 17% who preferred the US version. On the 7-point scale, this resulted in an average rating of 4.76 (sd = 2.34). In order to include the tendencies towards one version, we subdivided the scale into two parts (i.e., 1-3 and 5-7). Combining the choices of each subscale, 66% of the participants preferred the adapted version (m = 1.7 on a subscale of 1-3, sd = .82), 29% preferred the US version (m = 1.42, sd = .51), and 5% were neutral. This advantage for the adapted version was highly significant χ 2 (2) = 23.17, p < .001 . The second question on which version participants found more attractive showed a similar trend: 29% of the participants favored the adapted version and marked the 7 on the scale, versus 12% who were clearly in favor of the US version (marking 1). The average rating was 4.88 (sd = 2.15). On the two sub-scales, 66% of the participants found the adapted version more aesthetically appealing (85% of them were the same participants who had also chosen the adapted version as the overall preferred one). In contrast, 27% preferred the aesthetics of the US version, and 7% were neutral. The results show that the majority of participants classified the attractiveness of the adapted version much higher χ 2 (2) = 21.85, p < .001 . Participants did not show such clear preferences towards the version they could work with most effectively: 24% highly preferred the adapted version (i.e. rated with 7), while 15% opted for the US version (rated with 1). However, a relatively high proportion at 22% were neutral towards both versions. Nevertheless, the distribution of answers was skewed towards the adapted version, with an average rating of 4.66 (sd = 2.09). Combining the answers on each end of the scale, 56% perceived the work efficiency as better with the adapted version, versus 22% with the US version, and this preference was significant χ 2 (2) = 9.56, p < .01 . Interestingly, the objective performance results partly contradict the subjective feelings of those participants who had stated that they could work better with the US version, because their timing data was not significantly different to the time needed for the adapted version across all three tasks (US: 80.0s, sd = 52.27s; adapted: 74.4s, sd = 33.25s). In contrast, participants who thought they could work more efficiently with the adapted version, did need less time with this version for all three tasks (US: 95.8s, sd = 67.5; adapted: 74.12s, sd = 51.22; Z = −2, p < .05, r = −.22).
Participants' responses to the question, which version they liked best, correlated slightly higher with their opinion on which version they could work with most efficiently (ρ (41) = .875, p < .001), than with their aesthetic preferences (ρ (41) = .558, p < .001). This could imply that the perceived work efficiency is the crucial factor when being forced to decide between two user interfaces. We therefore analyzed whether participants' written explanations for their preferences confirm this idea. Specifically, we used participants' written comments on the positive aspects of each version to find possible explanations for their choice for one version or the other. The positive keywords mentioned during this final explanation part are listed in Table VII . Altogether, usability-related aspects were mentioned 53 times, whereas the aesthetics of the user interface was referred to 31 times. Thus, most participants seemed to base their comparison not on high-level features, such as the number or kind of colors, or the complexity of the user interface, but focused on practical handling aspects. The comments therefore further substantiate the assumption that work efficiency and effectiveness could be the more important factors. A positive aspect of the US version that was mentioned most often was its simplicity (mentioned 10 times). Four participants who had acknowledged this found the colors of the adapted version nicer, however, for them, the simplicity of the US version seemed to be the decisive factor leading to an overall preference for the US version. Again, this finding further verified that participants' overall preferences were mainly based on aspects of usability.
For the adapted version, its ease of use was positively acknowledged the most (8 times). Those participants whose adapted version included a clear subdivision of categories, projects, and to-dos with the help of colored borders (as shown in Figures  4(a) or 4(d) ) approved of this structure (mentioned 7 times). Only 1 participant acknowledged the increased guidance through dialogues in her adapted version, and 2 participants gave more support (i.e., help bubbles or a wizard) as reasons for their preference for the adapted version. Altogether, the usability of the adapted version was positively commented on 32 times, versus 21 comments for the US version, a result that is consistent with the overall majority preference for the adapted version.
Aesthetic aspects were positively acknowledged for the US version by 8 participants, and by 31 participants for the adapted version. Most participants commented on the colors, which were preferred by 13 in the adapted version. It has to be noted that MOCCA's US interface uses very few, monotonous colors due to the US individualism score of 91, which is the highest of all countries that Hofstede compared. The average participant in our test received a score of 48, sd = 18.04, and only 17 participants were presented with an equally monotonous color scheme as the US version (although mostly consisting of a different color selection because of the influence of the Masculinity score on the saturation of colors). Most participants were therefore presented with more colorful interfaces; 54.5% of these participants mentioned the colors as a positive aspect, showing that this is one of the most striking characteristics in MOCCA. This also emphasizes the importance of changing the color schemes when adapting to different cultural backgrounds.
Interestingly, 4 participants found the look of the US version very formal, and said it seemed to be designed for work purposes. Two of them also compared it to the adapted version, which they thought looks as if it was designed for leisure activities. The comments make it clear that preferences often depend on the context of Websites. Since MOCCA's purpose is to support users' planning activities, some of our participants might have found the design of the US version more appropriate. It is even more surprising, that the majority still preferred the adapted interface.
Furthermore, participants' comments were helpful to interpret why some users with divergent opinions on their aesthetics and work efficiency preferences, had a very specific tendency towards one version when asked for their favorite user interface. For example, one participant with a Japanese background preferred the color and layout of the adapted version, and he liked that the divisions (category, project, to-do) are explicitly shown on the screen: "The [US version] is better to understand, though the [adapted version] is better in design." In the overall comparison ('Which version did you like best?"), however, he marked the second box on a 1 (= US version) to 7 (= adapted version) scale. For the question on which version offered him the best work efficiency, he even ticked the first point, indicating the highest preference for the US version. One explanation for his contradictory answers might be that he used the adapted version first, and probably included his work efficiency improvements into the final judgements. In contrast, we were generally not able to find a correlation between the first version participants used, and his or her final overall preference: 14 participants who had used the adapted version first, and thus, experienced an equally steep learning curve at the start, still preferred this in the overall preference rating (only 6 did so for the US version). Of those participants, who had preferred the adapted version in the end, 13 participants had used the US variant first, versus 6 who later preferred the US one.
Surprisingly, we observed the opposite effect (an overall preference for the adapted version, but a strong preference for the aesthetics of the US version) in only one case, where a participant with Indian background stated that he liked the US version for its simplicity, but found the adapted version more appealing, more creative, and more innovative. For him, the simplicity seemed to be more appropriate for a to-do application, which is why he preferred the look of the US version. Again, this corresponds to previous findings indicating that preferences depend on the domain.
Two participants also justified their preference for the US version by saying that it reminded them of the social network site Facebook, which uses similar colors.
Although 21 participants rated their overall preference on the 'extreme' ends of the scale (7 voted 1, i.e., the US version, and 14 voted 7, i.e., the adapted version), only 5 of them affirmed that they would refrain from using MOCCA if presented the other version, all of whom referred to "ugly colors" as the main reason.
4.2.6. Possible Influences on the Users' Preferences. As our results showed a marked preference for the adapted version by most participants, we have to consider the possibility that the US version we presented is simply unattractive, or flawed in some other respect. There are two main arguments against this: Firstly, the ratings for the classical aesthetics were similar for both interfaces presented, and secondly, the US version did not receive extraordinarily low ratings, indicating that users did appreciate its usability. According to our approach to cultural adaptivity, we expected MOCCA's US version to be rated higher by participants with a cultural background closer to the US ('Westerners'). These participants were thought to be less decisive in their preference for the adapted version than those participants who had lived in Asian or Latin American countries for most of their lives. The latter are considered to be collectivist countries (receiving a low score in the dimension Individualism), who have been found to prefer colorful interfaces, where color is also used to show affiliations between information, and structure the interface (cf. the adaptation rules in Table II) . Hence, MOCCA's user interfaces generated for Asians and Latin Americans were much more colorful, than most of those ones generated for Westerners.
To analyze whether Westerners chose the US version over their personalized interface more often than Latin American and Asian users, we subdivided the user population into two groups according to the country where they had spent most of their lives. This resulted in 19 people who were assigned to the Asian and Latin American cluster, and 22 participants to the Western cluster.
The answers for participants' overall preferences revealed that within both groups a significant majority of users preferred the adapted version over the US interface (non-Westerners: χ 2 (1) = 12.96, p < .001, Westerners: χ 2 (1) = 23.04, p < .001). However, this number was lower for Westerners (68%, compared to 74% of the non-Westerners), supporting our assumption that Westerners, who are closer to the US culture than Latin Americans or Asians, were less decisive in their preference for the adapted version.
We also found a significant relationship between the perceived pragmatic quality and the perceived attractiveness for both groups as shown in Table VIII . The observation suggests that the better participants rated the pragmatic quality of MOCCA's interfaces, the better they classified their attractiveness. The correlation between the two variables is not significantly different for Westerners and non-Westerners (using Fisher r-to-z-transformation), suggesting that the finding is independent of cultural affiliation.
Furthermore, we had assumed that the (usually more colorful) adapted versions would be mostly rejected by male participants. Instead, of the 12 participants who preferred the US version, only 3 were male. Two participants, who preferred the US version, had received a personalized interface in our evaluation that was fairly close to the US interface at first sight due to similar cultural dimensions: the only visible differences were an expanded to-do list, and an increased support with question mark bubbles which opened upon click. The color scheme, and the hierarchical navigation, however, were equivalent to the US version. The remaining 10 participants were of divergent cultural backgrounds, which resulted in mostly colorful interfaces with a flat navigation, an emphasis on the structure and affiliation between to-dos and the categories/projects they belonged to. These participants gave either a preference for few colors, or the simplicity of the US version as a reason for their preference.
Discussion
Our participants were significantly faster with the adapted version, needed fewer clicks to complete tasks, and made fewer errors. The results were supported by their perceived effort expectancy, which was significantly better for the adapted version.
While we were not able to find a difference for the ratings of classical aesthetics between both versions, this suggests that MOCCA's interface design satisfies traditional design perceptions (symmetric, clean, pleasant) no matter which version is shown. In contrast, the expressive aesthetics, which stand for more original and creative design, were rated significantly higher for the adapted version. An advantage for the attractiveness (describing the user experience) of the adapted version supported this result.
Participants' answers in a direct comparison of the two versions were particularly strong: 56% thought they could work more efficiently with the adapted version, 66% found the adapted version more aesthetically appealing, and 66% opted for the adapted version in an overall comparison. These answers to the last three questions asked for a direct comparison between the two versions, and this may have lead many participants to subconsciously perceive the 7-point scale as a dichotomous choice. In a real-life situation, participants would indeed have to decide between one version and the other (in case there is an alternative to a certain Webpage); our results suggest that the adapted version of MOCCA would outperform competing nonadapted Websites.
Moreover, our findings indicate that cultural adaptivity has an advantage over localized web sites. Conventional approaches to localization would have (more or less automatically) presented users with the Swiss version, because this is where all our participants lived at the time of the experiment. MOCCA's Swiss version (localized), however, is very similar to the US version (nonlocalized); it is therefore likely that the majority of our participants would favor the adapted interface over the Swiss variant.
Our results demonstrate that the perceived work efficiency outweighs the perceived aesthetics when participants have to decide between a nonadapted, and an adapted user interface. In particular, users' responses to why they chose one version over the other suggested that usability was a more crucial factor in their decision than aspects related to the attractiveness. The finding contradicts the assumption of Ben-Bassat et al. [2006] , who had speculated that in lab experiments participants give aesthetics a stronger weighting than usability-related aspects, because a less usable system does not carry any consequences. Our results of the subjective ratings of perceived usability and aesthetics indicate that the ratings on these two factors significantly relate to one another. This relationship was also strong if analyzing the ratings for Westerners and non-Westerners (Asians and Latin Americans) separately, suggesting that a halo effect between pragmatic quality and attractiveness is culturally independent. Tractinsky [1997] had previously observed a similar relationship between perceived aesthetics and a priori perceived usability, when doing a study with Japanese and Israeli subjects. While he assumed a possible cultural difference in the magnitude of the relationship (with Israelis perceiving the two factors as more related than Japanese participants), our findings did not support this when dividing participants into Westerners and nonWesterners.
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Our results showed a strong preference for the culturally personalized version of MOCCA, if providing participants with a choice between this and the US version. Due to our experimental design, which aimed to investigate this superiority for a broad range of cultures (i.e., culturally ambiguous users), we are able to say that cultural adaptivity is able to outperform nonadapted versions of the same Website; however, we cannot claim that one of MOCCA's personalized sites is the best suitable for a user. Instead, it is well possible that our participants preferred the adapted version, but would have also said so if they were presented the adapted interface of another participant. To investigate the generalizability of the results, we therefore need to conduct largescale studies in the future, where participants can be presented with several different versions of one web site.
Future experiments should also evaluate the users' perception of the adapted version versus a nonadapted interface at different stages of usage. So far, our study strongly indicates an advantage for the culturally personalized interface, and a closer look at participants' responses suggested that the perceived usability was the determining factor for this preference. However, the first impression of Webpages usually influences the perceived aesthetics, rather than assumptions on whether the site will be easy to use. Our study was not designed to answer the question which factor would be more pivotal to leaving a Website for the competition, but rather whether users were more inclined to do so when using MOCCA's nonadapted version, which our results did suggest. Evaluating this finding in detail will be an interesting goal in the future.
Similarly, an exciting direction for the future will be to compare our results with those of a long-term study. We can see several open questions, which require more extensive studies:
First, it will be interesting to evaluate whether the results remain similar after participants have used MOCCA for a while. In particular, we expect the performance improvement of the adapted version to slowly equate that of the US version after participants have become more acquainted with the system. Second, a long-term study can provide us with some insight on whether users will adopt their personalized site, or would prefer to change the look & feel, if provided with the ability to manually modify certain parts of the interface.
Third, we will evaluate whether culturally adaptive user interfaces retain the recognition value. In MOCCA, we have tried to support the brand recognition with the help of a logo at the top of the page, and enframing the site with a header and a footer that have a similar appearance over different interface versions. So far it is unclear whether this is enough to maintain the effect of remembering a brand. We could imagine that companies might want to reduce the adaptation possibilities, so that, for instance, at least the main colors remain constant to the company's branding, and this would be very well possible with our approach. Yet further studies should investigate which adaptation rules are most important for increasing the users' satisfaction; if color is one of the main factors determining users' satisfaction with a site (as suggested by the results of Lindgaard [2007] as well as our own), then excluding the automatic adaptation of colors will impair the success of cultural adaptivity.
CONCLUSION
We evaluated our culturally adaptive system MOCCA, which is able to provide users with personalized interfaces according to a weighted average of the user's duration of stay at current and former residences. Our results substantiate the idea that preferences differ, and show that culturally adaptive user interfaces can reflect these differences. In particular, we have demonstrated that the method has a competitive advantage over nonadapted user interfaces. First of all, our experiment showed that users' performance metrics significantly increased by 22-69%, supporting our first hypothesis. The result was emphasized by users' perceived usability, showing that they considered the adapted version to be significantly easier to use. In line with our second hypothesis, users were also more satisfied with the personalized user interface when asked about their perception of the attractiveness.
In an overall comparison of the two interface, all of the aforementioned results were again verified: a significant majority of 66% favored MOCCA's culturally adapted interface, a remarkable 66% also found it more aesthetically appealing, and 56% thought they could work more efficiently with this version.
These results demonstrate an exceptional benefit for culturally adapted interfaces over providing users with a Webpage's "standard" version. They also indicate that the conventional understanding of "good" user interface design has to be seen in the context of cultural differences: In our eyes, it is not feasible to find a magic formula for what international users perceive as usable and beautiful, and correspondingly, the practice of designing one interface for all is unlikely to satisfy users' expectations. In contrast, culturally adaptive interfaces seem to be a promising solution to anticipate what users like, and to improve their user experience, no matter where they come from.
Summarizing all the findings, we found strong evidence that cultural adaptation of user interfaces plays a central role in ensuring both the work efficiency and user interface acceptance in the globalized world of the IT industry. The cultural adaptivity framework and our MOCCA application are good examples of how to technically support this increase in user satisfaction and task performance. We hope that our investigation will encourage others to explore and expand on this important element of usability to overcome the cultural divide.
